University of Neuchâtel
Institute of Management
Postdoctoral position (80%)

We invite applications for an 80% postdoctoral position starting 1st January 2021 or upon agreement.

Requirements
Candidates must have a PhD in management, economics or psychology by the time of their application, a record of research published or forthcoming and a solid background in research methods. We welcome applicants with research interests aligned with the focus areas of the Institute, such as strategic management, network research or international management. Knowledge of French is an asset. Excellent command of English is required.

Activities
The successful candidate is expected to actively contribute to the research and teaching activities of the Institute. Duties include conducting research in the focus areas of the Institute, pursuing external research funding, organizing research seminars, and teaching one 3 credit class (totaling 2 periods of 45 minutes per week over one semester) and supervising research and internship theses.

What we offer
Initial appointment is for a period of one year, renewable for two additional years. The conditions of employment include a starting salary (for a 100% employment) of ~CHF 89’220 (~EUR 83’000) raised every year, six weeks annual paid vacations, and related benefits, in addition to an excellent working environment at the University.

Background
The University of Neuchâtel is a university on a human scale, with about 4’500 students. It is one of the most international universities in Switzerland, with about 100 nationalities present and more than a fifth of the student body coming from abroad. Ideally located midway between Geneva and Zurich, in the heart of Europe, it is a perfect place to study and undertake high-level research in an idyllic setting between lakes and mountains.

Information on the Institute of management available at: www.unine.ch/imn

Application procedure and deadline:
Please send your complete application, including a cover letter, a current CV including a list of publications, copies of diplomas and work certificates, and the names, position and contact information for three references to Sara Wenger (sara.wenger@unine.ch) and Prof. Dr. Claudia Jonczyk Sédès (claudia.jonczyk@unine.ch). Please also mention in your email how you learnt about this position.

Applications will be reviewed on a rolling basis and will continue to be considered until the position is filled.

The University of Neuchâtel is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Qualified women are encouraged to apply.